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QSSSA
Question-Signal-Stem-Share-Asses

1. Question
○ Begin with open-ended questions
○ Use rich vocabulary
○ Make it visible

2. Signal
○ Create a signal for students to use when they are ready to answer/discuss

the question
○ This could be: hands on their heads, stand up, “thinkers chin”

3. Stem
○ Provide students with sentence stems to respond to the question
○ You could also provide pictures or word banks for students to ensure

everyone's success
4. Share

○ Group students to share (small groups or partners)
○ Sharing in small groups or with partners helps lower student anxiety and

build confidence
5. Assess

○ Randomly call on a few students
○ Provide students an opportunity to write about it
○ Walk around to assess student conversation



Linear Lexile Arrays

This vocabulary strategy can be used in two ways. The first is working with synonyms
and antonyms. The second is working with words with similar meanings.

1. Synonyms and Antonyms
a. Place the opposite words in the ovals
b. Students use words in the rectangles to build from one word to the next

2. Words with similar meanings
a. Place one word in the 1st oval with a lesser meaning
b. Place another word with a similar meaning in the other oval
c. Students use similar words to build in meaning toward the right oval



Teach Learning Strategies

Students can learn in the content areas more e�fectively and independently if they know the kinds of
learning strategies that can help. Some students may naturally use these strategies, while others will
need to be explicitly taught to employ them. Many of these strategies are similar to the types of
reading comprehension strategies that good readers learn. A few examples of such strategies are:

Metacognitive Strategies- help students monitor themselves and own their thinking

● Advanced organization: Previewing section headings and bold words of a text, planning
how to organize and use materials.

● Selective attention: Focus on key words in spoken or written language
● Self-monitoring: Checking one’s comprehension; checking oral and written production as

it is taking place.
● Self-assessment: Judging how well one did a task.

Cognitive Strategies- help to organize information

● Use available resources: Dictionaries, word walls, encyclopedias, ect.
● Connecting: Take new information and relate it to prior knowledge or personal

experience.
● Summarizing: Review main ideas in spoken or written language.
● Rehearsal: Reviewing an idea or concept multiple times or practicing a new skill

repeatedly.

Social-a�fective Strategies- help to interact with others and control emotions

● Questioning: Ask others for clarification, rephrasing, or more information.
● Self-talk: Use mental techniques to boost one’s confidence or reduce anxiety about a

learning task.
● Cooperation: Working with peers to solve problems or pool information.



Assessment Strategies for English Language Learners

Timed Pair Share One student talks for a specified time and the other listens actively. Then
they switch roles.

Team Interview Each student on a team in turn is interviewed by their teammates.

Numbered Heads Together A�ter the teacher asks a question, students write their own answer, discuss
in their groups, signal they are ready, and the teacher calls a number.
Students with that number respond.

Boss/Secretary One student (boss) dictates to another student (secretary) who records
the answer. They switch roles a�ter

Mix-N-Match Students circulate in the room with cards, quizzing each other and then
finding their match. For example, the person who has the picture of a
shore searches for the one who has the word “shoe”

Student Self-Re�lections Have students complete a re�lection on where they feel their
understanding of content is. To modify for EL’s you can use rating scales
with pictures or words in their native language.

Graphic Organizers Allow EL’s to use graphic organizers with simplified terms to complete
their understanding of content.

Picture Dictionary Allow students to create pictures of vocabulary words to help them
identify meaning. These pictures could be hand drawn or generated from
the internet.

Portfolios Build student portfolios over the course of a unit, semester, or year.
Collecting student work that intentionally shows student’s growth in
understanding over time can be a useful tool to identify student needs.



Online ELL Resources

Listening

https://www.elllo.org/
https://www.favoritepoem.org/index.html
https://learningenglish.voanews.com/

Writing

http://www2.actden.com/writ_den/tips/sentence/index.htm
http://www2.actden.com/writ_den/tips/paragrap/index.htm
http://www2.actden.com/writ_den/tips/essay/index.htm
https://www.grammarbook.com/punctuation_rules.asp

Reading

https://continuingstudies.uvic.ca/elc/studyzone/index
https://newsela.com/
https://www.er-central.com/library/

Speaking

https://www.englishcentral.com/browse/videos
https://www.englishclub.com/speaking/presentations.htm
https://eslgold.com/speaking/
https://www.englishmedialab.com/pronunciation.html
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